
 

SUMMER 2017 WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 
March 18, 2017

The Photographers Formulary 2017 Workshop Schedule is online. Click here to download a copy. 
The 2017 schedule is interactive. This summer’s workshops range  Nathan McCreery’s "The 

Black & White Process” to Quinn Jacobson’s "Wet Plate Collodion Ambrotypes, Salt & Albumen Prints.” 
Luther Gerlach’s "Wet Plate Collodion Landscapes: Ambrotypes, Tintypes, and Negatives in the field is one 
of  the oldest processes, dating from the 1850’s, while Jerry Spagnoli’s "Daguerreotype: A 
Contemporary Approach,” conjures up an image of  Louis Daguerre’s 1826 “Window at Le Gras,” the 
world’s first photograph from the first photographic process to produce a lasting image.  

Sandy King’s "Carbon Printing with QTR Digital Negatives" combines the old with the new, while 
Christina Z. Anderson’s "Amazing Tri-Color Gum and Salted Paper” and Tim Layton’s "Paper 
Negative” remind us of  William Henry Fox Talbot’s Calotype process. 

Steve Sherman’s "Power of  Process” reminds us of  the power of  the darkroom, and the many 
controls we have in processing our negatives and making our black and white silver gelatin prints.  

Elizabeth Opalenik’s “Mordançage" and Stephanie Slate’s ”Alternative Process Photography 
Unleashed: Exploring Mixed Media Using Cyanotype and Van Dyke add their special flavors to the mix of  
media and process. 

Geir & Kate Jordahl’s "The Photographic Book Developing, Preparing and Executing Content for 
Publication” gives us the chance to put it all together in a very personal way. 

Download your copy of  the Schedule today by clicking here, then spend time with us in 
Montana, and enjoy one of  the most fulfilling weeks of  your photographic career! 

Bud and Lynn Wilson 
Photographers Formulary 
1-800-922-5255  

The Photographers Formulary

Wikipedia says this about rainbows:“A rainbow is a meteorological phenomenon that is caused by reflection, refraction 
and dispersion of light in water droplets resulting in a spectrum of light appearing in the sky. It takes the form of a 
multicolored arc. Rainbows caused by sunlight always appear in the section of sky directly opposite the sun.”
Of course, we all know rainbows are associated with rain, but not this one. In a nearly cloudless sky on a January 
morning in San Diego, California, this rainbow appeared over Mission Bay. There’s little color in the rainbow because 
there was little moisture in the air. The arc was about three miles end to end. ©Anthony Mournian
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The Photographers’ Formulary 

Workshops in Montana 
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For a complete list of  workshops,      
pricing, accommodations, more photos, 

and other information please visit 

www.workshopsinmt.com 
Contact us at  

formulary@blackfoot.net  

or call 1-800-922-5255 

PO Box 950 Condon, MT 59826 

Like us on Facebook! 

19th Century Workshops 

Photographers’ Formulary 

Standing Stones Bed Inn Breakfast 
 

 Need supplies? Check out or store at 

www.photoformulary.com 

 

Front Cover  

“Big Sky, the Swan Mountains and Holland River” 

By Nathan McCreery 
 


